13th Anniversary of Dadi Prakashmaniji (day’s schedule and bhog message) – 25/8/2020
Most beloved, respected Dadi Prakashmaniji, former Administrative Head of Brahma Kumaris, loved by one
and all, one who ruled the hearts of all – we celebrated her 13th anniversary, Day of Remembrance, on 25th
August 2020 with simplicity and deep bhavna. Because of Corona virus, only a few selected brothers and
sisters arrived in Shantivan on 24th evening. This time, the brothers of Shantivan had decorated Prakash
Stambh with flower-garlands with great simplicity and royalty. From early morning, a fine drizzle of rain was
welcoming everyone. Along with this, sweet songs of the many specialities of Dadiji were being played softly.
After morning murli class, all senior brothers and Dadis and all those who had come from other places,
gathered together at Prakash Stambh. Because of the rains, a waterproof tent had been put up in the garden
of Prakash Stambh. While observing social distancing, all were seated in chairs placed at an appropriate
distance. For everyone’s safety, all were wearing masks too. First of all, all offered their tribute in a yogyukt
stage with the power of yoga in silence. After that, Madhur Vani group sang beautiful songs of memories of
Dadiji. Then, in a line, everyone came to offer their tribute with flowers. Some brothers and sisters also went
to Dadiji’s room in Dadi’s cottage. After that, from 10.30am to 12.30pm, Nirwairbhai and Amirchandbhai
shared their beautiful experiences with Dadiji. Then, Shashiben offered bhog to beloved BapDada and our
sweet Dadiji. (The essence of the bhog message is attached). Afterwards, Munniben presented all the brothers
and sisters who had come with a gift from the yagya. Then everyone had Brahma bhojan. In the evening,
there was a special yoga bhatthi and sharing of experiences with Dadiji. In this way, the beautiful memorial
of this day became wound in the reel of the drama.
Divine message:
Bhog Message via Shashben for Dadi Prakashmani – 25 August 2020
Today, on the occasion of our lovely Dadiji’s anniversary, carrying love and remembrance of all brothers and
sisters, I reached the subtle region and as soon as I arrived there, I saw that the subtle region was decorated
with garlands of many small lights, and very lovely soft music was being played from the garlands. Very
beautiful rays were emerging from those garlands and, like a laser show, they were creating beautiful designs.
After some time, Baba appeared in the front, and with a smile, said: Look where Dadi is. Just then, I saw that
there was a very beautiful star there, and in that, sometimes, I saw Baba in it and sometimes, I saw both Baba
and Dadiji. Dadiji’s form was sometimes that of a mother, sometimes that of an emperor and sometimes, in
the form of power. Baba was also watching this scene and smiling and then said: Just look at the child’s form.
Referring to this, Dadiji said: Baba, all of these are Your forms. You have taught me, You have enabled me
to move forward. Baba smiled and said: When children merge Baba in their hearts, then the children are also
always present in the Father’s heart. Then Dadi said: When everyone has sat Baba in their hearts, there cannot
be any other thoughts of anyone else in their minds, can there? I was just standing there quietly. Dadiji said:
Dadi knows that they have placed Baba in their hearts, but sometimes, other matters also come into the heart,
due to which children then complain to the Father, and there is also a little slackness in their efforts.
Then Dadi said: Look at what the time is showing us! Always keep just Baba alone in your heart and also
remain happy and share that happiness. Then Baba said: Look how Dadi is giving so much love to everyone.
Then Baba took Dadiji on a tour of all the departments of Madhuban. A picture of all the departments was
appearing on the screen, one by one, and seeing these Dadi was smiling a lot. Dadi said: It is a wonder of
Baba that He has made all the children so worthy and given them such big responsibilities in service and
everyone is fulfilling their responsibilities and moving along holding Baba’s hand.
Then Dadi related how, from time to time, Baba takes her on a tour of all the centres in this land and abroad.
Baba shows me how the children are making effort. Seeing each one’s service and their efforts, Dadi says:
Each one is performing very good wonders, but some children become a little careless in taking Baba’s
sustenance and then giving the return of it. I asked: What is the return that Baba wants from the children?
Then Dadi said: Baba wants:
1) All of you to become companions of one another, to follow one direction and spread a wave of such
good wishes in the gathering that you become an example in front of the world. This form of the gathering
will make the task of world transformation easy.

2) The characters and qualifications of the new world that is to come have to be visible in each one now.
The divine virtues of the deities have to be visible in our lives now. Until now, Dadiji sees that every now
and then, because of carelessness, there is a little slackness in the mind and so, now let the sanskars of the new
world become emerged.
Then, swaying in happiness, Dadi caught hold of each one’s hand and made everyone dance and was saying:
always remain happy in this way and continue to share this happiness. Always remain seated on the heartthrone. After that, I said to Dadi: Today, everyone has sent lots of remembrance to you, and I have also
brought bhog for you today. Baba then said: Today, Baba will first feed the daughter. Dadi said: No, I will
feed Baba with my hands first. First, Baba fed Dadi and then Dadi fed Baba. Then, taking the bhog in her
hands, Dadi said: Come, all of you, Baba’s beloved children, come. Children, seated on Baba’s heart-throne,
come! Giving everyone beautiful toli and blessings, she said: remain Baba’s companion and continue to reveal
the Father through your face and your activity. Then Baba said: Children now have to imbibe lightness in
themselves, and with the blessings you have received from the Father, spread the rays of light everywhere
because at this time, everyone in the world is asking for blessings and wants God to do something so that
everyone’s sorrow is removed. So, you children have to carry out this task. You children have to reveal the
Father through the Godly attainments you have received. Saying this, Baba and Dadi gave everyone a lot of
love and remembrance and I came back to the corporeal world. Om shanti.

